
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL DEZEMBER 

,,Bei uns ist immer etwas los!" 

DEUTSCHE FEIERTAGE, FESTE, UND MESSEN 

DER ERSTE TAG WINTERS/ FIRST DAY OF WINTER 
(occurs ·between 20th to 23rd of Dezember) 

ONE GERMAN WORD YOU'LL NEED IN AUSTRIA THIS WINTER 

GemUtlichkeit is perhaps best translated in one word as "cosiness", but the English word can only express one . 

aspect of the German meaning. Gemutlichkeit or cosiness could be epitomized by the image of a snug room 

with a sofa nestled next to a roaring open fire, but the German word also describes a friendly, jovial atmosphere, 

and the resulting state of mind. 

The OED proves this point by defining Gemutlichkeit as "the quality of being pleasant and cheerful; cosy, snug, 

homely; genial, good-natured". It can also go further and describe a feeling of belonging (also summed up in 

one German word - Zugehorigkeitsgefi.ihl), or peace of mind and social acceptance. 

As the weather gets colder, there's no doubt you'll long for a bit of GemUtlichkeit as you make your way back 

from work in the frozen dark. You may hear your Austrian friends use the word to describe a whole host of 

things from people, to a beer in a warm bar, a hearty and leisurely meal, to evenings at home watching a film. 

Bascally anything that nourishes your soul and warms your heart without being hurried or hectic. 

The word instantly conjures up the perfect situ'ation: a candle-lit room, comfy sofa, cup of something hot, and 

someone to cuddle up with. Or, Just as ~~sily, a meander through a town centre lit up with Christmas lights and 

stands selling hot Maroni (chestnuts) and candied almonds. A feeling of true wintry contentedness. 

Gemiitlichkeit 
Gemutlichkeit (German pronunciation: [g~·my:tlI~krut]) describes a space or 

state of warmth, friendliness,[l] and good cheer. Other qualities include 
coziness, peace of mind, belonging, well being, and social acceptance. 

A typical German beergarden scene, 

permeated by Gemiitlichkeit 


